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Abstract It is well known that some coronal jets exhibit helical structures and un-
twisting. We attempt to inspect the origin of twist in a blowout jet. By means of multi-
wavelength and multi-angle observations fromSolar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)
andSolar Terrestrial Relations Observatory-Ahead (STEREO-A), we firstly report a
polar untwisting jet that is a blowout jet which leads to a jet-like coronal mass ejection.
From the viewpoint ofSDO, the jet shows clear untwisting behavior and two jet-spires.
However, from the viewpoint ofSTEREO-A the jet actually comes from the whip-
like prominence eruption and is followed by a white-light jet. Our observations indi-
cate that twist in blowout jets may result from the erupting mini-prominences/mini-
filaments in the jet base.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Coronal jets are collimated transient ejections of plasma occurring almost everywhere over the so-
lar surface. They were discovered with the Soft X-ray Telescope onYohkoh (Shibata et al. 1997).
The term, coronal jets, describes a wide range of temperatures in plasma ejections including Hα
surges, ultraviolet (UV) jets, extreme-ultraviolet (EUV)jets, soft X-ray jets and white light jets (e.g.,
Schmieder et al. 1994; Chen et al. 2008; Chifor et al. 2008a,b; Yang et al. 2011; Tian et al. 2011;
Zhang et al. 2000; Moore et al. 2011; Wang et al. 1998). The basic driving mechanism behind various
jets involves magnetic reconnection where the emerging magnetic flux interacts with a high ambient
unipolar field (e.g., the 2D simulations, Yokoyama & Shibata1996).

Coronal jets have on occasion exhibited helical structure and untwisting motion (e.g., Canfield
et al. 1996; Alexander & Fletcher 1999; Harrison et al. 2001;Jibben & Canfield 2004). Patsourakos
et al. (2008) used Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory(STEREO)/EUVI (Wuelser et al. 2004)
images to determine the three-dimensional topology of a polar jet, clearly demonstrating the twisted
structure. Nisticò et al. (2009) carried out a statisticalstudy of coronal jets using EUVI observa-
tions of 79 events and found that among 61 characterized events, 31 (∼50%) showed untwisting
behavior. Recently, Shen et al. (2011) and Chen et al. (2012)presented a detailed study of the same
untwisting jet with high temporal and spatial observationstaken bySolar Dynamics Observatory
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(SDO)/Atmospheric Imaging Assembly telescope (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012). The basic interpre-
tation for these observations is that the emerging flux in thejet base contains twisted field lines,
allowing for helicity transfer to the reconnected open fieldvia interchange reconnection, which was
demonstrated in recent jet simulations (Moreno-Insertis et al. 2008; Pariat et al. 2009, 2010).

On the other hand, Moore et al. (2010) suggest that jets can begrouped into two categories,
namely standard jets and blowout jets. Standard jets fit the emerging flux-open field reconnection
model mentioned above, and mainly exhibit one bright spire in X-rays. However, blowout jets fit
a picture where the jet-base magnetic arch, often carrying afilament, has enough magnetic shear
and twist to undergo a miniature version of a blowout eruption that produces a major coronal mass
ejection (CME), thus exhibiting multiple spires with material from the chromosphere and transition
region ejected in EUV emissions. Previous studies did not examine whether the observed untwisting
jets belong to a standard type or a blowout type. We consider that the twist in blowout jets may result
from a small erupting filament field, while the twist in standard jets is derived from the emerging
flux. Liu et al. (2011) identified an EUV blowout jet whose spire exhibited untwisting motion but
no filament in the jet base was seen. In Hong et al. (2011), we reported a blowout jet caused by a
mini-filament eruption but no untwisting behavior was observed. Other observations on blowout jets
(e.g. Yang et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2012) also did not point to the relationship between the untwisting
motion of the jet and the jet-base filament. In this paper, using multi-angle observations we inspect
this relationship with a polar blowout jet which displayed clear untwisting motion when its base
prominence underwent a whipping-like eruption.

2 OBSERVATIONS

On 2011 April 22, a jet was observed near the northern pole of the Sun bySDO/AIA and STEREO-
Ahead (STEREO-A). AIA captures full-disk images of the Sun’s atmosphere out to 1.3 solar radii in
seven EUV and three UV-visible wavebands, with a pixel size of 0.6′′ and a cadence of 12 (24) s for
EUV (UV). We focus on the 304̊A (He II ; log T = 4.7) and 171Å (Fe IX ; log T = 5.8) images
because the event is clearer in these two filters.STEREO A detected the jet from the other viewpoint
with an angle of about90◦ ahead the Earth (orSDO). We examine full-diskSTEREO/EUVI images,
with a field of view (FOV) out to about 1.7 solar radii and a pixel resolution of1.6′′. The images have
a time cadence of 10 min in 304̊A and 2.5 min in 195̊A. Coronagraphy observations fromSTEREO
A/COR1 (Thompson et al. 2010) are also utilized to identify the associated CME. COR1 A recorded
the white-light images which have an FOV from 1.5 to 4 solar radii, with a pixel resolution of 15′′

and a 5-minute cadence for our event.

3 RESULTS

The general evolution of the polar jet is shown in Figure 1. According to the AIA 304Å observation,
the jet was close to the solar limb, starting at about 04:50 UTand ending around 05:20 UT. As a
collection of plasma rising above the surrounding spicularmaterial, the jet was formed as a wide
upward structure. Beginning from 04:55 UT, brighter plasmastarted to travel along the edges of
the jet, indicated by the arrows in Figure 1(b)–(d), which appeared to highlight twisted magnetic
field lines and thus led to the jet displaying an upward helical body. As the whole helical body was
rising higher, we note that a moving bright feature (MBF indicated by the radial arrows) rotated and
unwound around the axis of the jet. We also tracked the MBF from 04:55:06 UT to 04:59:08 UT
and overlaid the tracks on the AIA 304̊A image at 05:01:32 UT. The tracks of the bright feature
display a projection of a three-dimensional spiral motion.These phenomena suggest that the polar
jet untwisted itself when rising. By examining a movie of theAIA 304 Å event, it is clear that the
jet spun counterclockwise as viewed from its base during 04:55–05:02 UT. So, the untwisting jet
is a left-handed jet according to the definition of chiralityfor jets in Jibben & Canfield (2004). In
addition, the jet has a different appearance in the higher temperature filters of AIA. The AIA 171̊A
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Fig. 1 SDO/AIA 304 Å (a–e) and 171̊A (f–h) images showing the jet eruption. The thick arrow in
panel (b) shows the twisted magnetic field highlighted by bright plasmas. The radial arrows in panels
(b)–(d) point to the MBFs. The triangles overlaid on panel (e) are the tracks of MBFs from 04:55:08
to 04:59:08 UT. Two perpendicular coordinate axes labeled with X andY are also plotted in panel
(e), and are used as a coordinate system for Fig. 2. The FOV is 100′′× 145′′.

images in Figure 1 show that the jet began as a protrusion of cool plasma, ‘P,’ and then grew into one
threadlike spire denoted by ‘1,’ which was different from the wide body in the 304̊A. Interestingly,
an extra jet-spire denoted by ‘2,’ appeared close to the spire ‘1.’ This may indicate that we observed
a polar blowout jet, as suggested by Moore et al. (2010). However, none of the AIA filters gave clear
observations of the jet-base arch due to the jet actually shooting up from behind the solar limb in
the view ofSDO and the base arch might have plasma beyond the temperatures that generate EUV
emissions.

To reveal the kinematics of the jet more clearly, we examinedthe time profiles of the location
coordinates of the tracked MBFs and illustrated the resultsin Figure 2. The coordinates were mea-
sured in the coordinate system shown in Figure 1(e). The origin of the coordinate system is from the
averagex value over 04:55:08–04:59:08 UT and the initialy value at 04:55:08 UT, respectively as
measured from the tracks of the MBF. The X components (diamonds) of the coordinates represent
the transverse lengths across the jet as locations of the MBFs relative to theY axis, while the Y
components (asterisks) represent the vertical/axial heights of the MBFs along the jet relative to the
X axis. According to the distributions of the two components in Figure 2, we can see that the MBFs
seemed to make a circular motion around the jet while moving at an approximately constant speed
along the jet’s axis. We performed a trigonometric fitting tothe transverse lengths and a linear fitting
to the axial heights. The fitting functions arex = 9.845 × sin(0.013 × t + 3.742) − 2.421 and
y = −40.3 + 0.148 × t, wherex andy are in units of arcsecs, andt is the time in seconds. So, the
rotation period (T ), angular speed (w), rotation radius (r), transverse velocity (vt) and axial velocity
(va) of MBFs are derived and shown in the corresponding panel of Figure 2. The values ofT , w, r,
vt andva are 475 s, 0.76◦ s−1, 7.2 Mm, 95 km s−1 and 108 km s−1, respectively. The twist stored in
the jet can further be estimated by multiplyingw by the duration of untwisting for the jet (∼7 min).
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Fig. 2 Time variations of the location coordinates (represented by the diamonds and asterisks) of
MBFs in arcsecs. Their positions are measured in the coordinate system shown in Fig. 1 (e) with
its origin at (–115.435, 985.815). Left panel shows the evolution of transverse lengths from the X
component (east-west direction) of the coordinates. Rightpanel shows the evolution of the vertical
heights from the Y component (south-north direction) of thecoordinates. The solid lines are the
results of trigonometric and linear fittings to the transverse and axial heights, respectively.T , w, r,
vt andva represent the rotation period, rotation speed, rotation radius, transverse velocity and axial
velocity of MBFs, respectively.

Fig. 3 STEREO A/EUVI 304 Å direct (a1–a2) and 195̊A direct (b1–b3) and running-difference
(c1–c3) images, showing the whiplike prominence eruption.The FOV is126′′

× 126
′′.

The deduced twist is about 0.89 turns or 1.77π, which means the polar jet untwists itself about one
round during the eruption.

From the viewpoint ofSTEREO-A, the polar jet displayed the inherent feature. The results are
shown in Figure 3. In the EUVI 304̊A direct images (a1–a2), the jet appeared as an erupting loop-
like prominence at 04:56 UT and then ejected into a collimated structure with two legs at 05:06 UT.
Therefore, we confirm that this polar jet is indeed a blowout EUV jet, as suggested by Moore et al.
(2010). In addition, it is easy to imagine that the untwisting body of the jet detected in AIA 304̊A im-
ages actually corresponds to the eruptive prominence itself. Therefore, the twist within the blowout
jet originates from the prominence field. Due to their cadence limit, we cannot check the eruption
process of the prominence in EUVI 304Å images. Fortunately, the EUVI 195̊A observations cov-
ered the eruption better due to their higher cadence. From the 195Å direct (b1–b3) and difference
(c1–c3) images in Figure 3, the prominence appeared as a small cool arch that rose up from 04:50
to 04:58 UT when its eastern leg apparently disconnected from the solar surface but the western one
was still anchored. In such a sequence, the prominence underwent a whiplike eruption as observed
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Fig. 4 STEREO A/COR1 base-difference images showing the white-light jet directly above the EUV
jet indicated by the arrows. The FOV is 1000′′

×1600
′′.

in some mini- or large-scale filament eruptions (Wang et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2009). Meanwhile, the
twist stored in the blowout jet or the prominence was released.

The polar blowout jet also led to a jet-like CME, which is similar to the result in Hong et al.
(2011). By examining theSTEREO-A/COR1 white-light observations, a jet-like CME or a coronal
white-light jet (Wang & Sheeley 2002; Paraschiv et al. 2010)appeared directly above the jet from
05:30 UT. Due to the close temporal and spatial connection, we believe that the white-light jet
originated from the outward extension of the blowout EUV jet.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

By analyzing observations with multiple viewpoints fromSDO andSTEREO-A, a polar untwisting
jet is identified as a blowout EUV jet that comes from the eruption of a prominence. In theSDO
views, the small jet exhibits untwisting behavior in 304Å and two jet-spires in 171̊A. By tracking
a bright feature moving helically in the jet, we find that the jet untwists itself in a period of 475 s
with a rotational speed of 0.76◦ s−1, and is ejected upward at an approximately constant velocity
(∼108 km s−1). Considering that the blowout jet untwists in about 7 min, we also estimated that
the twist completes about 0.89 turns.STEREO observations further suggest that the blowout jet is
indeed a whiplike prominence eruption and leads to a white-light jet. Blowout jets associated with
micro CMEs have already been reported in several observations (Hong et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2012;
Shen et al. 2012). It is necessary to inspect a general relationship between blowout jets and micro-
CME events.

In general, prominences/filaments contain a twisted flux rope after the onset of the eruption.
The blowout jet displays untwisting such that its twist directly originates from the prominence and
is released by the whiplike eruption of the prominence. During the eruption of the blowout jet, it is
expected that the whipping motion would stretch the overlying field loops with a current sheet form-
ing underneath the prominence, where reconnection called “tether release” may occur (Klimchuk
2001). Thus, the twist within the blowout jet/prominence may be released by such a reconnection.
Previous studies suggest that the twist in jets often comes from the newly emerging flux and is re-
leased by an interchange reconnection with an ambient open field (Canfield et al. 1996; Pariat et al.
2009). Such a scene tends to occur in standard jets without the involvement of filament/prominence
eruptions. Therefore, the source and the release of the twist within blowout jets may be generally
different from standard jets and be controlled by magnetic fields from their base prominences. If so,
we expect that (1) there would be a one-to-one relationship between blowout jet handedness (Jibben
& Canfield 2004) and prominence handedness (Martin et al. 1994), which means a left/right-handed
blowout jet corresponds to a dextral/sinistral prominence, and (2) the handedness of blowout jets
would have a hemispheric preference because of the hemispheric pattern for prominence handed-
ness. The blowout jet presented here is a left-handed jet andthus consistent with the preferential
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pattern for a dextral prominence in the northern hemisphere(Zirker et al. 1997). More observations
and studies are needed to confirm and clarify these relationships.
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